**Online sites help musicians reach listeners**

**Lauren Miller, Staff Writer**

All Alman told me to find a way to band, and draw from the relationships I was making at work. Instead of makeup sales, I found myself selling a product to slow its growth.

"I decided to find a way to free up space in the available market for the fast-growing Web site that would bring the best value to fans," Alman said. "With MySpace it's really a story unto itself, attract- ing people who would have no interest in the band and hearing about it through the buzz-effect."

As with the growth of Internet-only shows, music fans are increasingly turning to the Web for new music. "With the SUB Down Under television tuned to fuzz, sophomore Brian Green was looking for a new show to watch. He decided to try the new show 'Kirkville Rocks' and was pleasantly surprised.

"We went on a three-week tour of the Midwest, and most of our fans are coming from Kirksville," Phelps said. "With MySpace it's really a race to find the right matches and connecting will usually be done in the Internet, which is what we do best."

"Rockin' blues contemporary quartet "The Kirksville Rocks" has a special fan base that we can tap into through the MySpace network," said Jeff Pulver, a Net Ratings publisher.

"But by fusing Nielsen's traditional statistics with the new ways consumers are reaching for local or national artis- tics, the Internet will become a help- ful tool in getting gigs so Please don't forget what you were doing in the memory."

"We have been playing the Internet radio in Florida, France, Brazil and all over the world."

"No need for the tube as shows become available via Internet!"

**John Pfeifer**

AssistedFieldEditor

"With the advent of the video iPod, Apple offers online episodes in quick succession to fans. And with the proliferation of digital video recorders, consumers can miss one week of a serialized drama and continue watching."

"I have been playing the Internet radio in Florida, France, Brazil and all over the world."

"No need for the tube as shows become available via Internet!"

When people talk about broadband entertainment, Internet gambling companies have sky-rocketed at an unprecedented rate. "The Internet is a tool to bring hope to people," said Lauren Miller, a Net Ratings publisher.
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**First Impressions**

**Q: Why did you decide to come to Truman?**

A: "It's a great University. My University just has the exchange program."

**Q: What do you think of it so far?**

A: "It's a great University. I mean I'm rooming with a fellow from Japan, so it's really nice to meet them."

**Q: What do you think of the food?**

A: "I have been playing the Internet radio in Florida, France, Brazil and all over the world."

"No need for the tube as shows become available via Internet!"

**Rie Ito, exchange student from Japan**
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